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The siting of wireless transmission facilities often generates
significant controversy within a community. Residents oppose the
erection of wireless towers and antennas based on concerns about the
health effects of radio frequency emissions as well as aesthetics. This
poses a dilemma for local officials who are delegated the authority to
review applications for the installation of wireless facilities, since
state and federal law prohibit municipalities from wholly excluding
such infrastructure, and from withholding permits for these facilities
because of their possible health impacts. Despite these limitations,
local governments retain substantial control over the placement,
construction and modification of wireless facilities, which may be
exercised through reasonable moratoria and other traditional zoning
techniques, as well as through more creative avenues. Nevertheless,
local officials often struggle within the parameters of their legal
authority to accommodate the concerns of their constituents. The
purpose of this article is to summarize the current federal and state
law regarding wireless transmission facilities, to explore the extent of
local discretion in acting on permit applications for siting this
infrastructure, and to provide local officials with guidance in making
these difficult decisions.
Part one explores the basics of wireless communication
technology, and explains the differences between traditional cellular
communication and the emerging personal communications services
technology. Part two discusses relevant state and federal law,
focusing on the provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
its preservation of traditional local zoning authority, and its
limitations on local discretion in siting wireless facilities. Part three
acknowledges residents' ongoing opposition to wireless facilities
because of their adverse visual impacts and possible unknown health
impacts, and the fact that the proliferation of wireless facility sites is
one of the most significant contemporary land use challenges facing
local communities. Part four demonstrates that municipalities may
exercise significant control over the siting of wireless facilities,
within the confines of the law, by carefully structuring traditional
zoning tools into incentive systems which will encourage wireless
carriers to choose sites which have been identified by the community
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as the most desirable locations for such facilities. Finally, Part five
discusses the importance and benefits of a proactive local approach
to the siting of wireless infrastructure, and emphasizes that
compromise between local officials and wireless providers is the
optimum solution.
I. The Basics of Wireless Communication Technology
A. Radiofrequency and the Electromagnetic Spectrum
All energy emitted as waves is called "radiation." These
waves have different lengths, and are typically classified by
frequency; longer wavelengths are lower frequency, while shorter
wavelengths are higher frequency. The frequency of a wave,
measured in hertz (Hz), determines its location along the
electromagnetic spectrum. Visible light, for instance, is located
approximately in the middle of the spectrum, and acts as the dividing
line between "non-ionizing" and "ionizing" radiation.' Ionizing
radiation is high-frequency radiation, which produces enough energy
to alter the atomic structure of cells.2 Antennae used for wireless
communication3 emit radiofrequency radiation, which is low-
frequency, non-ionizing radiation, incapable of changing atomic
structures.4
I See Louis SLESIN WITH MATTHEW CONNELLY, AMERICAN PLANNING
ASSOCIATION, ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND LAND-USE CONTROLS 1 (1991)
[hereinafter SLESIN].
2 One of the most easily recognizable emitters of high frequency,
ionizing radiation is an X-ray machine.
3 Antennae and their supporting electronic equipment are the "facilities"
proposed for local siting.
4 See SLESIN, supra note 1, at 1. Other common sources of radio-
frequency emissions include radio and television antennae, computers and radar.
Id. Power lines, on the other hand, produce extremely low-frequency
electromagnetic fields, located at the bottom end of the non-ionizing side of the
spectrum. Id. Consumer satellite antennae differ entirely in that they do not
send signals, but are merely receivers.
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B. Cellular Communication
In 1981, the FCC established rules and procedures for
developing a wireless cellular phone system.' The FCC licensing
rules created 734 cellular markets within the United States, its
territories and possessions, and "set aside 50 MHZ of spectrum in the
800 MHZ frequency band for two competing cellular systems in each
market."6 Licensees in the top thirty markets were selected using
comparative hearings, while those in the remaining markets were
determined by lottery.' Each licensed cellular carrier operates its own
system, utilizing its designated 25 MHZ of spectrum, consisting of
395 voice channels and 21 control channels
A cellular system is made up of numerous, contiguous,
individual "cells," each covering a specific broadcast area ranging
from one urban block or less to ten square miles or more. Each cell
has its own "base station," consisting of antennae and associated
electronic equipment, which sends and receives information to and
from mobile phones.' "A typical base station utilizes either several
omnidirectional antennas that look like poles or whips, [ten] to
[fifteen] feet in length, or a number of sector antennas that look like
rectangular panels. The dimensions of a sector antenna are typically
[one] foot by [four] feet."" ° Base station antennae may be supported
5 See WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUREAU, FCC, CELLULAR
RADIO FACT SHEET 1 (Feb. 1997) [hereinafter CELLULAR FACTS].
6 Id. The 734 markets consist of 306 Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSAs) and 424 Rural Service Areas (RSAs). Id. In New York, the FCC has
granted cellular telephone service licenses to two companies: Bell Atlantic
NYNEX Mobile Communications and AT&T Wireless. The frequencies set
aside for cellular communications were formerly used for UHF-TV
broadcasting. WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS BUREAU, FCC, CELLULAR
TELEPHONY FACTS 1 (Dec. 1994) [hereinafter TELEPHONY FACTS].
7 See CELLULAR FACTS, supra note 5, at 1.
See id.
A base station is also called a "cell site." The base station's electronic
equipment is housed in a basic equipment shelter.
10 TELEPHONY FACTS, supra note 6, at 1 (emphasis in original).
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by towers (either lattice type or monopole, and typically 50 to 200
feet high), or may be mounted on tall structures such as water towers
or rooftops. Height is a crucial factor in siting and designing these
facilities, since wireless communication requires a clear "line-of-
sight" for effective transmission and reception."
Cellular systems are generally analog systems, which can
accommodate one user per frequency (or channel), per cell.' 2 Each
cell is allocated a specific set of the system's channels, with adjacent
cells assigned a different set of channels in order to avoid
interference. A base station uses its set of channels to relay calls to
and from mobile phones, and constantly monitors the strength of the
signal between it and each individual mobile phone. As a mobile
phone user drives from one cell to another and the signal between the
phone and the base station weakens, his call is automatically "handed
off' to a base station nearer to him, and his call is unnoticeably
switched to a frequency assigned to that cell. Each cell is also
connected via land line or microwave to a "switching office," which
in turn is connected to the regular land line public telephone network.
This combination of radiofrequency, microwave and land line
connections provides the link between mobile phone users and land
line telephone network users.
I I Line-of-sight communication "does not necessarily mean a visible line
of sight, but a straight line that passes through many obstructions, each one
attenuating more and more of the signal." Arthur Makosinski, Tutorial:
Exploring Personal Communication Services, MOBILIS, Sept. 1995, at 4.
12 "Frequency Division Multiple Access" (FDMA) is the technique used
by most cellular systems to allow system accessibility to multiple users at the
same time. See Arthur Makosinski, Tutorial: Exploring Cellular and Personal
Communication Services, MOBILIs, Aug. 1995, at 4. FDMA is a simple analog
technology, which allocates "a single channel to one user at a time. When the
transmission path deteriorates, the controller switches the system seamlessly to
another channel." Id.
1998]
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C. Personal Communications Services
Personal Communications Services (PCS) represents the
"state of the art" in wireless communication. While cellular's analog
technology accommodates only one user per frequency at any given
time, PCS systems are digital and can accommodate multiple users of
a single frequency simultaneously. 3 Additionally, unlike analog
cellular systems which can transmit only voice, digital PCS systems
are capable of transmitting voice, data and video transmissions.
"PCS is a broad term describing a number of systems and services
which enable a user to communicate anytime, anywhere, and in any
form .... The basic idea is based on the notion of allocating a single
ID called a Universal Personal Telecommunication (UPT) number to
a device . . . analogous to a Social Security number for
communication!"' 4
PCS systems operate independently of traditional cellular
systems, and are governed by a separate set of FCC licensing rules.
The FCC designated two types of PCS service areas: 51 Major
Trading Areas (MTAs), each approximately the size of a mid-sized
state, and 493 Basic Trading Areas (BTAs), each the size of several
counties." These service areas do not correspond to, nor do they
necessarily overlap, the traditional cellular markets. The FCC also
allocated a total of 120 MHZ of spectrum for PCS systems, which it
divided into three 30 MHZ blocks (blocks A through C) and three 10
MHZ blocks (blocks D through F).'6 "The [PCS] licenses in
frequency blocks A and B are awarded on an MTA basis; the licenses
13 PCS systems use "Code Division Multiple Access" (CDMA), a "digital
spread spectrum technique which allows transmission from several users to
overlap synchronously in time and frequency using complex binary codes which
must correlate at the transmitter and the receiver, thereby keeping the two in
synchronization." Id.
14 Id. at 1.
15 See R. Michael Senkowski & Clifford M. Sloan, PCS Preferences in
the Wake ofAdarand, 39 HOW. L.J. 505, 512 (1996).
16 See id.
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in frequency blocks C, D, E, and F are awarded on a BTA basis. ' 7
PCS technology requires a cell system of facilities structured
very much like traditional cellular systems, since both technologies
are premised on the idea of reusing frequencies over and over again
in cells throughout their systems, although PCS systems operate on
a much higher frequency band (1850-2200 MHZ).'8 The main
differences between traditional cellular systems and PCS systems
stem from PCS' use of microcellular and digital technology. PCS
microcells, as the name implies, are much smaller than traditional
cells. "While regular cellular telephone systems typically locate cells
eight miles apart, some microcells, particularly those in urban areas,
may be as small as a city block or the floor of an office building."' 9
PCS systems, then, are made up of a larger number of smaller cells.
PCS systems are also more cost effective than cellular
systems. Installation costs for PCS systems average around $5,000
per cell, while an average cellular system cell installation may cost
anywhere from $50,000 to one million dollars.20 In addition to lower
average installation costs per cell, costs to consumers are generally
lower, since "[t]he cost of using PCS can be shared by a larger
number of consumers because PCS systems will have the capability
of serving almost twenty times as many people as cellular systems."2'
The cost benefits of PCS systems, both to carriers and consumers,
1 7 I d .
18 See Michelle Gregory with Douglas Martin, Cellular Facilities: A
Survey of Current Zoning Practices, ZONING NEWS, Apr. 1996, at I [hereinafter
Gregory, Survey].
19 Senkowski & Sloan, supra note 15, at 507.
20 See Makosinski, supra note 11, at 2.
21 Jennifer Pia Brovey, Personal Communications Services: Crossing the
Line from Regulation to Implementation, 2 CoMMLAW CONSPECTUs 67, 68
(1994).
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coupled with PCS' facilitation of increased mobility and service
options, indicate that PCS is the current ideal in wireless
communication.22
II. Limitations on Local Authority to Regulate the Siting of
Wireless Facilities
The New York State Legislature has delegated significant
authority to local municipalities to regulate land use in the interest of
protecting the public health, safety and general welfare. Pursuant to
this delegated police power, local legislatures have adopted zoning
regulations and have specified the local administrative bodies
responsible for implementing and enforcing the regulations. Local
municipalities, therefore, traditionally have plenary authority over the
siting of structures and facilities in their communities.
Although the particulars may vary depending on the locality,
the general decision making process regarding facilities siting is
substantially similar in most municipalities. The first step is usually
an application for a building permit, submitted to the local building
inspector or department. If the proposed construction does not
comply with the zoning ordinance's use or dimensional requirements,
22 Industry analysts expect enormous growth in PCS subscribers over the
next few years, and a corollative decrease in the number and rate of new cellular
subscribers. There were an estimated 800,000 PCS subscribers as of Jan. 1,
1997; the wireless industry anticipates an additional 58.7 million new PCS
subscribers by the end of the year 2001: 4.7 million new PCS subscribers in
1997, 8.5 million in 1998, 11.7 million in 1999, 14.8 million in 2000, and 19
million new PCS subscribers in the year 2001. See INSIGHT RESEARCH
CORPORATION: PCS DEMAND FORECAST, in PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (PCIA): WIRELESS MARKET PORTFOLIO, at 5 (available
at http://www.pcia.com/portfoli.htm). In comparison, the wireless industry
anticipates an additional 35.5 million new cellular subscribers by the end of the
year 2001: 10 million new cellular subscribers in 1997, 8.9 million in 1998, 6.8
million in 1999, 5.4 million in 2000, and 4.4 million new cellular subscribers in
the year 2001. See PAUL KAGAN ASSOCIATES, INC.: 5-YR CELLULAR TELECOM
PROJECTIONS, in PCIA: WIRELESS MARKET PORTFOLIO, at 8 (available at the
same internet address).
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the permit must be denied. This denial may be appealed to the
Zoning Board of Appeals, which may grant a variance in
conformance with state law. Local regulations may also require site
plan, subdivision, special permit or other approval, in which case the
applicant must be referred to the appropriate administrative agency
for its review. Additionally, mitigation requirements are routinely
imposed as reasonable conditions for the granting of a variance or the
approval of an application for a site plan, subdivision or special
permit. Finally, most local land use decisions are subject to
SEQRA,23 which requires local agencies to assess the potential
environmental impacts of their actions and to disapprove applications
that would result in negative environmental impacts, or to condition
their approval upon the implementation of mitigation measures
designed to prevent such negative impact.
Wireless communication facilities are land uses, much like
other land uses; for this reason, local municipalities' discretion in
siting wireless communication infrastructure was initially
unrestricted. As consumer demand for wireless services grew,
however, Congress and the courts stepped in to limit local
"interference." As a result, the siting of wireless communication
infrastructure remains a local land use decision, but subject to the
limitations of federal law.
A. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
The first significant limitation on local municipalities'
discretion in siting wireless communication infrastructure was
contained in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.24
Several provisions of the Act affected the wireless
telecommunications industry; key among them was the creation of a
2 SEQRA refers to the State Environmental Quality Review Act,
codified in N.Y. ENVTL. CoNsERv. LAW art. 8, and the accompanying
regulations found in N.Y. COMP. CODEs R. & REGS. tit. 6, sec. 617 (1995).
24 Pub. L. No. 103-66, tit. VI, 107 Stat. 379 (1993) (codified at 47 U.S.C.,
ch. 5, sec. 332).
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new category of wireless services, "Commercial Mobile Service"
(CMS), intended to facilitate regulatory parity among providers."
"Commercial Mobile Service" is defined as any wireless service for
profit that provides service to the public interconnected to the
landline telephone network.26 Pursuant to its responsibilites under the
act, the FCC promulgated a new regulatory structure for CMS
providers, which reflected its determination that all CMS services are
"substantially similar" and must be regulated in a similar, equitable
fashion. The FCC adopted this approach to ensure "that the forces
of the marketplace and not the existing or future unequal regulatory
regimes, will determine the services and pricing structures that
consumers enjoy."2 8  Most importantly, the FCC exercised its
authority under the act to preempt state regulations over entry of
wireless service providers.29 Congress gave the FCC this authority
"[ijn order to protect wireless service providers from the potential of
numerous states undertaking to impose different regulatory structures
on a local level ... ,"30 Cumulatively, these provisions create a
general federal policy that discourages state and local regulation of
the wireless industry.
25 See Lawrence J. Movshin, Developments in the Wireless
Communications Marketplace: The Year in Review and a Look to the Year
Ahead, in TELECOMMUNICATIONS: POLICY AND REGULATION 1994, at 97 (PLI
Pat., Copyrights, Trademarks, and Literary Prop. Course Handbook Series No.
G4-3930, 1994). See 107 Stat. at 393. The act also authorized the FCC to issue
licenses to wireless service providers via auction. See 107 Stat. at 387. A
byproduct of the act was the finalization of the FCC's rules governing PCS, due
to a "Congressional mandate to begin the licensing process for PCS by May,
1994." Movshin, supra, at 116. PCS licenses were the first awarded under the
act's competitive bidding method. See Brovey, supra note 21, at 67.
26 See 107 Stat. at 395-96.
27 See Movshin, supra note 25, at 105-06.
28 Id. at 107.
29 See id at 110. See 107 Stat. at 394.
30 See Movshin, supra note 25, at 110.
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B. New York Case Law
In New York, wireless service providers are classified as
public utilities for purposes of local zoning and, as such, are entitled
to a more lenient standard of review pursuant to an application for a
use variance. The Court of Appeals, in Cellular Telephone Co. v.
Rosenberg,3 held that a cellular telephone company is a public utility
and that the construction of a cellular antenna tower is a public utility
building.32 Following Rosenberg, a wireless service provider, in an
application for a use variance, must show only that the proposed use
"is a public necessity in that it is required to render safe and adequate
service, and that there are compelling reasons, economic or
otherwise," as to why the variance should be granted.33 Further,
"where the intrusion or burden on the community is minimal, the
showing required by the utility should be correspondingly reduced."34
C. Telecommunications Act of 1996
The Telecommunication Act of 1996 (TCA)35 completely
revised telecommunication and broadcasting regulation in the United
States. The act "was intended to remedy what were seen as inhibitors
in the broadcasting and telecommunications markets."36 The TCA
specifically states that its purpose is "to promote competition and
reduce regulation in order to secure lower prices and higher quality
services for American telecommunications consumers and encourage
the rapid deployment of new telecommunications technologies.""
31 624 N.E.2d 990 (N.Y. 1993).
32 See id. at 993.
33 Id. at 994 (quoting Matter of Consolidated Edison Co. v. Hoffman, 374
N.E.2d 105 (N.Y. 1978)).
34 Id.
35 Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (1996) (amending Communications
Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. sec. 151 (1934)).
36 Robert A. Heverly, Dealing with Towers, Antennas, and Satellite
Dishes, LAND USE LAW, Nov. 1996 3, 4 (1996).
37 110 Stat. at 56.
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Section 704 sets forth the framework for the exercise of local
zoning authority regarding the siting of all wireless facility
infrastructure. Most importantly, section 704(a) preserves local
zoning authority over the placement, construction and modification
of wireless service facilities, subject to the following limitations. 8
Local zoning cannot prohibit or effectively prohibit wireless facilities,
and may not unreasonably discriminate among providers of
functionally equivalent services.3 Section 704(a) requires local
authorities to respond to applications from wireless carriers within a
reasonable period of time, and mandates that if a wireless provider's
application is denied, the decision must be in writing and supported
by substantial written record evidence.4° Further, municipalities may
not regulate wireless facilities on the basis of the health effects of
radiofrequency emissions, providing that the facilities comply with
FCC emission standards.4'
Section 704 also contains directives aimed at federal agencies
and the federal government. Section 704(b) requires the FCC to
promulgate and make effective new rules regarding the environmental
effects of radiofrequency emissions, within 180 days of the TCA's
enactment.42 Section 704(c) states that the federal government must
38 See id. at 151.
39 See id at Section 704(a)(7)(B)(i)(I), (II). "The [conference committee]
report confirms that discrimination among 'functionally equivalent services' is
limited to those services directly in competition with one another, and is
intended to prevent a community from unreasonably favoring one competitor
over another." Heverly, supra note 36, at 6. The committee stated, "the
conferees do not intend that if a State or local government grants a permit in a
commercial district, it must also grant a permit for a competitor's 50-foot tower
in a residential district." Telecommunications Act of 1996, Conference Report
104-458, at 208 (1996). The committee's statement "reinforce[s] the idea of
local flexibility in addressing the different concerns that arise from siting
towers, such as aesthetics and safety." Heverly, supra note 36, at 6.
40 See 110 Stat at 152.
41 See id.
42 Id. The FCC's new radiofrequency emissions standards will go into
effect on September 1, 1997. Telephone Interview with Neil McNeil, FCC
Office of Engineering and Technology (Mar. 10, 1997). In the interim, cellular
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make publicly owned land under federal control available for wireless
facilities siting, and requires the FCC to provide technical support to
the states to encourage them to make property under theirjurisdiction
available for the same purpose.43
Clearly, section 704 balances traditional local control over
land uses with the need to ensure the full development of wireless
services in a competitive market. Under the TCA, then, local
governments' zoning authority over the placement, modification and
construction of wireless facilities is protected, and limited only by
specific provisions designed to enable carriers to provide for adequate
coverage.
III. Local Concerns Remain
"[Residents] don't care what the law says -- they know what
they're concerned with. 44 These words succinctly summarize the
feelings of community residents who are faced with the prospect of
siting yet another wireless facility. Given that wireless facilities are
typically designed with function, not appearance, as the primary goal,
residents often oppose the siting of wireless facilities based on
aesthetic concerns. Obviously, "[t]heir imposing height and
conspicuous appearance do not easily allow the [wireless] facility to
blend in with more traditional surrounding land uses."45 Cellular
industry representatives, in reponse, point out that as the wireless
communication industry shifts toward using "state of the art" PCS
technology, communities will see a proportional decrease in the
height of proposed antenna towers and an increase in building-
carriers must continue to comply with the ANSI 1982 exposure guidelines and
PCS carriers must comply with the ANSI/IEEE C95.1-1992 guidelines. See id.
43 110 Stat. at 152.
44 Catherine Lederer-Plaskett, Greenburgh resident, Remarks at Pace
University's Conference on Wireless Communications (Mar. 9, 1996).
45 Cleary Consulting, Town of Mamaroneck Cellular Antenna Siting
Study, Sec. 3: Local Concerns, Jan. 1995 [hereinafter Cleary].
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mounted antennas.46 Critics of this reasoning, however, argue that
"[tihis may be true for urban areas, which have the requisite density
for this to happen, but the rural landscape will always lack the tall
buildings that can serve as support devices. 47
Aesthetics, however, are not the only concern. Despite the
TCA's mandate that municipalities may no longer regulate wireless
facilities based upon health concerns, residents nevertheless remain
unconvinced that the FCC radiofrequency emission standards provide
an adequate safeguard. "The radio frequency emissions associated
with the installation of cellular equipment often represent an unseen
threat to neighbors who are bombarded by the technical jargon used
by the industry to explain potential impacts. Unlike effluent
discharging from the end of a pipe or smoke curling from the top of
a chimney, radio frequency emissions are invisible, and are therefore
suspect."'4
Local officials and community residents are understandably
most concerned about the seemingly inevitable proliferation of
wireless communication sites. As of December, 1994 there were
17,920 wireless facility sites in the United States, representing a
substantial increase from the 384 sites in place ten years prior.49 By
April, 1996 the number of sites had increased to more than 22,000.50
Even more intimidating is the prospect of accommodating the
100,000 wireless facility sites which industry analysts predict will be
the minimum number needed by the year 2003.5" Wireless service
providers are faced with two ongoing problems which necessitate
siting additional facilities: capacity and coverage. Each cell, whether
it operates using analog or digital technology, can accommodate only
46 See Gregory, Survey, supra note 18, at 2.
47 Id.
48 Cleary, supra note 45, at § 3.
49 See Michelle Gregory, Local Planning Issues in Siting Cellular
Towers, ZONING NEWS, June 1995, at 1.
so See Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC, Fact Sheet: New
National Wireless Tower Siting Policies, at 14 (Apr. 1996) [hereinafter Tower
Siting Facts].
51 See Gregory, Survey, supra note 18, at 1.
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a finite number of users at one time. Once that number is reached,
additional users who attempt to get on the system will be denied
access. As more subscribers are added, more users will demand
access; the system's capacity is therefore increasingly stretched. In
addition to capacity problems, coverage problems arise from "dead
spots" inherent in the "line of sight" technology. In order to maintain
adequate service in light of these problems, cells must be "divided":
what was once one cell now becomes, for example, four cells, each
requiring its own base station. The effective radiated power of each
of these cell sites is then reduced, so that frequencies may be reused
at closer intervals without interference.
Due to the enactment of the TCA, municipalities may no
longer directly or indirectly prohibit the provision of wireless
communication services. In other words, as cells are divided in
response to capacity or coverage problems, and additional base
stations are required, municipalities must accomodate the siting of
these facilities. Remember, however, that localities are dealing with
multiple systems: traditional cellular carriers and PCS providers.
Under the current licensing systems, municipalities may have to deal
with as many as seven separate systems.52 And each of these systems
will inevitably be "dividing."53
The difficulty of coping with wireless facility proliferation is
52 See Rachelle Chong, FCC Commissioner, Remarks of, To the Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association in New Orleans at 4 (Feb. 1, 1995).
53 In addition to proliferation concerns, the overlap of cellular and PCS
service areas presents another potential problem for municipalities: cellular sites
may become antiquated in light of the more advanced PCS technology. The
concern is that carriers will switch to PCS technology and abandon old cellular
sites, without removing the now-useless cellular equipment. Ordinances which
require that abandoned or unused wireless facilities be removed after a period of
time are difficult to enforce since, at most, failure to remove would only be a
violation. A better alternative would be to require carriers to post a bond, or
other comparable security, prior to wireless facility siting approval and
sufficient to cover the cost of future removal. Such a provision would arguably
be upheld as analogous to requiring performance bonds or other security as an
alternative to the installation of infrastructure and improvements, prior to
subdivision approval. See N.Y. TowN LAW § 277(9).
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illustrated by the attempts of some municipalities to require co-
location. Co-location is obviously an attractive and valuable option
for municipalities, but there are limitations to this strategy. One
concern is that the grouping of antennas may impact performance
standards. Also, "[r]equiring competitors to share towers may inhibit
competition [in contravention of one of the TCA's main goals], in
that each competitor's geographic coverage would be similar, if not
identical, and would thus decrease the potential for competition
among and between them. Additionally, technology itself may
preclude co-location .... Finally, unless a municipality owns a
particular tower,... it may be difficult to require that owner to allow
others on the tower."54 In short, co-location should be encouraged,
but cannot be counted on as the solution to the proliferation
problem.55
IV. Municipal Control Over the Siting of Wireless Facilities
It is important to remember that the TCA specifically
preserves local zoning authority over the siting of wireless
communication facilities. Under the TCA, the primary limitation on
this local authority is that municipalities cannot prohibit a wireless
carrier from providing adequate service. Admittedly, this limitation
may pose some concerns under the traditional zoning system.
For example, suppose under the local ordinance a wireless
facility site is not permitted, either as of right or as a special use. In
that case, a variance would be needed in order to site the facility.
Although the variance application process generally affords a
54 Heverly, supra note 36, at 8.
55 It is interesting to note that the PCIA publishes a "Co-Location Guide,"
which "is intended to be a resource for helping wireless communication service
providers implement an effective co-location strategy through identifying the
primary professional site management companies that offer properties, sites,
towers, or structures suitable [for] basing antennas, transmitters, and base
stations." See The PCIA Co-Location Guide, (visited Oct. 13, 1998) available
at <http://www.pcia.com/soma.htm>.
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tremendous amount of control to localities, they have less discretion
in denying variances to wireless providers. In addition to the more
lenient standard of review afforded to wireless providers as public
utilities, review of their variance applications must take into account
whether a "gap" in service would result if the application was denied.
If so, denial of the variance may be considered a prohibition; if denial
of a variance results in a "gap" in service, the TCA may thus require
that the variance issue.56 Similarly, while localities may certainly
impose reasonable restrictions attendant to most local permitting
decisions, some restrictions may not be upheld under the TCA. If, for
example, requiring co-location as a condition of approval effectively
prohibits service, then such requirement is preempted under the TCA.
Municipalities, however, can maximize their control over the
siting of wireless facilities, and yet comply with the TCA mandates,
by utilizing traditional zoning mechanisms to create a system of
incentives. Although municipalities cannot prohibit wireless
communication siting, local officials may certainly identify the best
and worst places for these facilities and structure an incentive system
which would guide wireless carriers to preferred locations. Logically,
if municipalities structure their zoning ordinances to make it less
burdensome for wireless carriers that choose preferred sites, while
making it more burdensome for those who choose less preferable
sites, carriers will likely choose the "path of least resistance." In
addition to enticing carriers to opt for the most preferable sites, an
incentive system enables maximum control over aesthetics, and may
be used to encourage co-location in order to minimize the
proliferation of wireless communication sites.
56 See Heverly, supra note 36, at 7.
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A. Paradigm Incentive System: Special Permits and Site Plans
Special uses are those authorized by the zoning ordinance,
but subject to the imposition of special conditions imposed to
mitigate negative impacts on the surrounding community. These
conditions must be reasonable, and directly related to and incidental
to the special use permit." One possible, and very efficient, incentive
system may be structured using the traditional special permit
process." What follows is an illustration of how this process could
be structured.
The first step under this special permit incentive system
requires local officials to initiate a study to identify potential wireless
facility sites and to "rank" them according to their suitability.
Residential areas and other "sensitive" properties (perhaps schools or
hospitals) 9 would generally be the least favorable sites, while
existing wireless facility sites would be the optimum location at
which to co-locate additional facilities. Other examples of possible
preferred sites include industrial and commercial areas, locations
along major thoroughfares, and existing towers and other tall
structures in non-residential areas. One commentator suggests
additional considerations which should not be overlooked in deciding
57 See N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-725-b(4); N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-b(4);
N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27-b(4).
58 A note of caution: a special permit use may be construed as a
legislative declaration "that the permitted use is in harmony with the general
zoning plan and will not adversely affect the neighborhood." North Shore Steak
House, Inc. v. Village of Thomaston, 30 N.Y.2d 238, 243 (1972). Therefore,
municipalities that regulate wireless facilities as special permit uses must
counter this presumption by including specific language in their ordinances:
that the municipality acknowledges its responsibilities under the TCA; that the
classification of wireless facilities as a special use is solely in recognition of the
carriers' obligation to provide service consistent with the mandates of the TCA;
that no presumption should be derived that this use is harmonious with the
general zoning plan and will not adversely affect neighborhood character.
59 "Sensitive" properties are found in areas where the design integrity is
such that to site wireless facilities within them would be inconsistent with
maintaining their existing neighborhood character.
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which sites are the best and worst possibilities:
If existing structures are lacking, look for
opportunities to blend antennas into existing blight.
If monopoles are a necessity, then siting them in
industrial areas, utility substations, sewer and water
facilities, power plants, and similar locations may
spare [sensitive] neighborhoods. . . . Not to be
overlooked are highway rights-of-way . . . [since]
monopole variants exist that mimic light poles and
blend into freeway environments. Existing support
structures for large highway signs essentially are
monopole sections. They can be extended to hoist
antennas, as can lighting towers at school athletic
fields and communications poles at fire stations.'
Next, the local legislature should specify the conditions to be
imposed on the grant of special permits to wireless providers. The
type and number of conditions imposed must vary depending on the
preferability or sensitivity of the location chosen by the carrier. The
"heaviest" conditions would naturally be imposed on special permits
for the siting of wireless facilities in residential and other sensitive
areas. Less burdensome conditions may accompany special permits
for siting facilities on preferred sites. The least conditioned special
permits, it follows, generally would issue when permitting co-location
on an existing wireless facility.
Municipalities, of course, are free to specify the extent and
type of conditions required to address the individual needs of their
communities. While no two zoning ordinances may be exactly alike,
these conditions are generally based on aesthetic concerns, and are
designed to minimize the adverse visual impacts of wireless facilities.
For example, a special permit could be conditioned on approval of the
60 Paul M. Rosa, Launching Landscapes into the Wireless, LAND TRUST
ALLIANCE EXCHANGE, Spring 1995, at 7.
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general design of the facility, specifying that it must be aesthetically
and architecturally compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
Or, more specifically, municipalities may require that wireless towers
be camouflaged or screened so that they blend in with the surrounding
landscape and uses.6' Other examples of conditions which may be
imposed are those specifying landscaping, lighting and setback
requirements. Conditioned special permits may also be used to
encourage co-location. A special permit could be conditioned, for
instance, upon a showing of a good faith effort on the carrier's part to
co-locate on existing facilities. Or a municipality could arguably go
even further and issue a special permit for the construction of a new
base station only on the condition that there is no other technically
suitable space available on an existing tower. Regardless of the
extent and type of conditions imposed, however, local officials must
keep in mind not only that all conditions must be reasonable and
incidental to the special use permit, but also that they must not result
in an interference with the provision of service, or they will be seen
as an effective prohibition and thus will be preempted.
The final step in this paradigm incentive system entails a
determination of the circumstances under which site plan approval
will be required for siting wireless facilities; where a site plan is
required, the special permit for a wireless facility would not issue
until the site plan has been approved. State law does not require
localities to adopt site plan regulations, but instead allows them to do
so, subject to compliance with state law. If site plan regulations are
adopted, they must "specify the land uses that require site plan
approval and the elements to be included on plans. 62
61 See id. There are several companies which specialize in the
manufacture of camouflaged towers; one of the largest of these is Arcnet, Inc.,
in Holmdel, N.J. Stealth Network Technologies, an Ohio company, offers
materials that function as screening devices but are designed to blend in with
existing architecture. The materials are radiofrequency neutral, allowing radio
waves to pass through without significant loss of signal strength.
62 N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-725-a(2)(a); N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-a(2)(a);
N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27-a(2)(a).
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Pursuant to this authority, then, localities may choose to
require site plan review only in certain circumstances; conversely,
localities may instead require site plan review in all cases, except as
specifically exempted. In either case, the imposition of a site plan
requirement on a wireless provider should take into account the
preferability or sensitivity of the site chosen. To this end,
municipalities should identify sites which are exempted from site plan
review, in accordance with their previously established hierarchy of
preferred and sensitive sites. In contrast, similar to imposing heavier
conditions on special permits for siting wireless facilities in sensitive
areas, siting wireless facilities in sensitive areas should also require
site plan approval. Additionally, reasonable conditions and
restrictions may also be imposed on a site plan approval, provided
they are directly related to and incidental to the proposed site plan.63
So, by requiring site plan approval for less desirable sites, and by
exempting designated preferred sites, the municipality provides
further incentive for a wireless carrier to choose a more desirable site.
B. SEQRA
An additional layer of incentives may be applied by using the
municipality's legal authority under SEQRA. Since determinations
regarding special permit and site plan applications are "actions" under
SEQRA,64 wireless facility sites which require these approvals will
also require SEQRA review. This presents another opportunity for
municipalities to influence a wireless carrier's site selection,
accomplished by building incentives into different stages of the
SEQRA review process.
The first step requires the local legislature to adopt a
resolution in order to provide guidance to its local agencies, usually
63 See N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-725-a(4); N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-a(4);
N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27-a(4).
64 See N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERv. LAW § 8-0105(4); N.Y. COMP. CODES R. &
REGS. tit. 6, sec. 617.2(b). See also Weok Broadcasting Corp. v. Planning Bd.
of Town of Lloyd, 79 N.Y.2d 373 (1992).
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the Planning Board or the Zoning Board of Appeals, that are potential
lead agencies in a SEQRA review of an application to site a wireless
facility. The legislature should first make findings, based on credible
studies, as to the negative effect of the proliferation of wireless
facility sites and infrastructure on the general welfare and
environment of the community, explaining that proliferation threatens
the integrity of the community character, and potentially impairs
existing neighborhood conditions." Then, based upon these findings,
the legislature should issue regulations governing local agency
SEQRA review. These regulations should require local agencies to
consider the effects of wireless infrastructure proliferation when
reviewing potential sitings under SEQRA. For instance, the
regulations could include a provision requiring wireless carriers to
anticipate and disclose all potential sitings of wireless facilities within
the community, and to list all possible methods of mitigating the
identified negative impacts, including co-location.
Next, local agencies should designate the siting of wireless
facility infrastructure as a Type I action under SEQRA. Under
current SEQRA regulations, wireless facilities are unlisted, although
the regulations expressly state that construction or expansion of a
wireless facility may -not be considered a Type II action.66 The
regulations also specify that local agencies may adopt their own lists
of additional Type I actions, in addition to those enumerated,
provided that the newly-designated Type I action is not listed in the
regulations as a Type 11.67 Local agencies are therefore authorized to
65 These findings should also make clear the legislature's recognition of
the importance of wireless service, and that the legislature does not intend to
interfere with the TCA's purpose of encouraging an effective, efficient wireless
communication system.
66 See N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 6, § 617.4, 617.5(c)(7) (1995).
Note that the criteria for determining the significance of the impact of an action
on the environment includes "the creation of a material conflict with a
community's current plans or goals as officially approved or adopted." N.Y.
COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 6, § 617.7(c)(1)(iv)(1995). The proposed siting of
a wireless facility on a sensitive site would constitute a material conflict.
67 See id. § 617.4(a)(2).
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designate the siting of wireless facilities as a Type I action, which
carries with it the presumption that such siting will have a significant
adverse environmental impact, and thus requires a wireless provider
to provide a full Environmental Assessment Form (EAF). Local
agencies may choose to designate wireless facility siting as a Type I
action in every instance, or instead may designate it as such only if
sited in certain specified zones or locations. If the local agency does
not make such a designation, or designates wireless facility siting as
a Type I action only in certain cases, the agency may still mandate
that wireless providers submit a full EAF, which would include all
the required disclosures."
The next step is key: pursuant to the legislative requirements
previously discussed, the local lead agency should structure its EAF
so that wireless providers are required to anticipate and disclose their
anticipated future needs and siting requirements which may involve
the locality. Although wireless providers frequently argue that local
officials are restricted to considering only the impact of the
application before them, the SEQRA regulations expressly state
otherwise. The regulations mandate that the lead agency, in
evaluating the potential adverse environmental impacts of an action,
"must consider reasonably related long-term, short-term, direct,
indirect and cumulative impacts, including other simultaneous or
subsequent actions which are: (I) included in any long-range plan of
which the action under consideration is apart.... . 6 9 Obviously,
wireless providers do not plan their systems in a vacuum, and in light
of predictable capacity and coverage problems it is reasonable to
think that they have at least some idea of their future system
requirements. Pursuant to the SEQRA regulations, and perhaps in
accordance with a legislative directive as discussed above, local
agencies should require wireless providers to disclose this
68 See id. sec. 617.6(a)(3) (unlisted actions).
69 See id. sec. 617.7(c)(2) (emphasis added). The long-range plan of the
community in this context is the combination of all of the actions discussed
above which, when taken together, create the municipality's approach to
fulfilling the mandates of the TCA.
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information in the EAF. The agencies may then use this information
to monitor the proliferation of wireless services, to track locations
which are chosen by wireless providers, to shift incentive-structured
zoning ordinances accordingly, and to revisit and restructure their
long-range plan accordingly.
C. Putting the Incentive Layers Together
The following examples illustrate some possible results
stemming from an application to site a wireless facility, where the
local system is structured as discussed above. An application to site
a wireless facility in a residential area, for example, would impose the
greatest burden on carriers. The special permit would be heavily
conditioned and site plan review would be required, the approval of
which would also be conditioned. The site plan review would trigger
SEQRA, under which the siting would be designated a Type I action,
carrying-a presumption of significant adverse environmental impact
andrequiring submission of a full EAF. The EAF would require that
the carrier fully disclose all potential future system requirements in
the community, and a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
will also be required.
Compare, for example, how an application for siting a
wireless facility on certain municipal property may impose less of a
burden on a wireless provider, thus providing the incentive for a
wireless provider to choose that location. In this case, the special
permit may issue quickly and with minimal conditions. Site plan
review may still be required, but site plan approval would also be less
conditioned. SEQRA review would again be necessary, but in this
case the action is unlisted. While a full EAF may still be necessary,
including full disclosure, siting a wireless facility in this particular
location would more likely result in a negative declaration, allowing
the carrier to forego submission of a DEIS, thereby providing a
powerful incentive for the carrier to choose this site.
On the furthest end of this hypothetical spectrum, for
example, may be an application to co-locate wireless infrastructure on
an existing facility on municipal property. The approval process
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could be set up so as to impose the least burden on a wireless
provider that opted to site a facility in this manner. In this case, the
special permit could be the least conditioned, or could issue with no
conditions attached, and site plan review may not be required. While
SEQRA review is still necessary, the action is unlisted and does not
require a full EAF. Most importantly, siting a wireless facility in this
particular location would even more likely result in a negative
declaration, allowing the carrier to escape submission of the time
consuming, and costly, DEIS.
In sum, traditional local zoning tools may be utilized in such
a way as to maximize local control over the siting of wireless
facilities. Special permits, site plan review and SEQRA may be
combined, for example, in such a way as to create a system of
incentives. This incentive system creates a "path of least resistance,"
leading wireless providers to opt for locations which the municipality
has deemed most suitable, while not eliminating other sites that
carriers may deem necessary for adequate service to the community.
D. Moratoria
Another traditional zoning tool which has retained its vitality
under the TCA is the use of reasonable moratoria on applications for
wireless siting. Enactment of a moratorium "will be considered a
valid stopgap or interim measure where it is reasonably designed to
temporarily halt development while the municipality considers ...
comprehensive zoning changes."70 To be upheld, a moratorium must
be enacted for a valid, reasonable purpose and for a reasonable period
of time.7" A reasonable moratorium on wireless facility siting, then,
may be enacted while a municipality creates, or restructures, its
approach to accommodating wireless providers.
70 Cellular Telephone Co. v. Village of Tarrytown, 624 N.Y.S.2d 170,
176 (2d Dep't 1995).
71 See id.
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One such reasonable moratorium was recently upheld in
Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town-Village of Harrison.72 There, the
municipality's existing zoning did not address wireless facilities
siting. Harrison officials enacted a ninety-day moratorium on the
review or approval of wireless antenna facilities, to enable the town
to address the comprehensive zoning of wireless antennas and to
develop adequate criteria for the review process. The moratorium
was upheld as a legitimate exercise of municipal power. According
to the court, the moratorium constituted a reasonable measure
designed to give the town an opportunity to enact zoning changes to
rationally meet the need to address the increasing number of wireless
provider applications.73
Additionally, at least one federal court has upheld reasonable
moratoria as consistent with the mandates of the TCA. In Sprint
Spectrum v. City ofMedina,74 Sprint argued that Medina's enactment
of a moratorium violated the "reasonable time" provision of the
TCA.75 The court held that the moratorium was not a prohibition, nor
did it have a prohibitory effect. It was instead a reasonable
suspension of permit-issuing, consistent with the TCA's affirmation
of local zoning authority. 6 One commentator cautions, however, that
while Sprint may be persuasive in other jurisdictions, its particular
circumstances should be heeded.77 Particularly noteworthy may be
72 N.Y. L.J. Nov. 30, 1995 (col. 3), Supreme Court, Westchester Co.
(Nov. 30, 1995).
73 Of even greater importance is what followed. The resulting ordinance
restricts wireless facility siting to approximately five percent of available land.
AT&T's pending challenge in federal court alleges that this restriction is
effectively a prohibition and, as such, violates the mandates of the TCA.
Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town-Village of Harrison, No. 96 Civ. 135
(S.D.N.Y., filed Feb. 23, 1996). The outcome of this case will be crucial in
defining the parameters of local discretion in determining which, and how
much, of its land it is required to make available to wireless providers.
74 924 F. Supp. 1036 (D. Wash. 1996).
75 Section 704(a) of the TCA requires local authorities to respond to
applications from wireless carriers within a reasonable period of time.
76 See 924 F. Supp. at 1040.
77 See Heverly, supra note 36, at 7.
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the fact that the moratorium was enacted only five days after the TCA
went into effect, and while no applications were pending.7"
Additionally, "the resolution was careful not only to address local
concerns, but also to mention ensuring competition as part of the
basis for its moratorium; the inclusion of such language was certainly
a reflection of the city's understanding of the driving force behind the
federal legislation, and was related to the need to study the issues
raised by tower development."79 One further caution: "[a] moratorium
that ignores the possible losses to a facilities developer due to
regulatory pressures to complete its network may not be viewed in the
same deferential light as the city of Medina's temporary measure was
in the Sprint Spectrum case.""0
E. Other Municipal Tools
One additional method of addressing and controlling the
proliferation of wireless facility sites is municipal property leasing.
A municipality may encourage the siting of wireless facilities on land
already being used for a public purpose, providing the new use does
not frustrate or interfere with the existing public use of the land.s
Besides stemming the proliferation of wireless facilities sites,
municipal property leasing also provides a stream of revenue and may
be used to negotiate reduced or no-fee wireless service contracts for
the community. As with co-location, however, municipal property
leasing should be encouraged but not required; an ordinance
mandating that wireless facilities be sited on municipal lands
constitutes a prohibition if those properties are not sufficient to allow
carriers to provide adequate service, and thus would be preempted
under the TCA.




81 See Matter of Town of North Castle v. Planning Bd. of White Plains,
No. 95-03946 (Supreme Court, Westchester Co. Aug. 17, 1995).
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exhibiting a new attitude toward the proliferation of wireless
facilities: "If you can't beat them, bill them.,12 State Assembly
Majority Leader Michael Bragman "has introduced a bill that would
force state agencies to inventory where towers have already been built
and to propose a list of potential sites on state property -- rest stops
along the state Thruway, state Department of Transportation facilities,
state office complexes and the like -- where New York can profit by
leasing the towers to communications companies." 3  Bragman
estimates that providing such locations to wireless providers could
generate four million dollars a year in revenues for New York State.84
Municipal property leasing's revenue-raising potential makes
it an attractive option for local officials, but it also may serve to
balance residents' general opposition to wireless facilities in their
communities. Very often, residents object to these facilities on the
ground that their neighborhood bears all of the burden while receiving
none of the benefits. If local officials are able to show that siting a
wireless facility will generate revenues which will be directly applied
to the community surrounding the site, then perhaps at least some
residents will object a little less strenuously.
Some municipalities have approved wireless facilities sites in
exchange for the carrier's provision of a particular service to the
community. The Town of Bedford, for example, had ongoing
problems with their emergency communication systems. The entire
town was, in the words of former Town Supervisor Lawrence E.
Dwyer, Jr., a "notorious dead spot."85 When NYNEX approached
local officials about siting wireless facilities in the town, residents
supported a compromise and cooperative effort: NYNEX assisted in
a study of the entire area in order to identify all "dead spots," it
assessed the visual impacts of the proposed site and let the town
82 Joel Stashenko, Albany Sees Profit in Cell Phone Towers, TIMES
HERALD RECoRD, Feb. 24, 1997, at 37.
83 Id.
84 See id.
85 Remarks of Lawrence E. Dwyer, Jr., at Pace University's Conference
on Wireless Communications, Mar. 9, 1996.
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choose the design and, most importantly, made cellular radios
available for every emergency vehicle in the town. The town,
therefore, took advantage of the situation and used the new
technology to remedy what had been a serious public safety concern.
Other communities have taken a more direct quidpro quo approach.
For instance, a PCS carrier "won permission to install an antenna at
Langley High School in McLean, Virginia, in exchange for lighting
the baseball field."86 The same carrier, in fact, "leased a pole site for
$1,200 a month from the Brandywine Swim Club, a neighborhood
pool that can now replace its cracked decks and 25-year-old filter."87
V. Cooperation and a Proactive Approach
"Fear often leads to knee-jerk responses on the part of
communities, and that's the wrong way to go."388
Regardless of whether a municipality utilizes traditional
zoning methods or whether local officials opt to incorporate a more
creative approach, the key to maximizing local control over the siting
of wireless facilities is for local officials to adopt a proactive
approach. Many local ordinances still do not address wireless facility
siting; other ordinances may address it, but they may not be structured
so as to provide incentives, and thus do not maximize local control.
It is crucial for local officials to structure an effective system for
dealing with wireless facilities, so that municipalities may avoid
hasty, reactionary legislation which may not best serve the
community's long-term interests.
The inevitability of the need for smaller and smaller cells
means that most communities eventually will face the controversy.
The wireless industry estimates that carriers will need to add 15,000
new cellular sites and 100,000 additional PCS sites over the next ten
86 Mike Allen, Wireless Systems Put Out Their Antennas, N.Y. TIMES,
May 27, 1996, at29.
87 Id.
88 Remarks of Patrick Cleary, Cleary Consulting, at Pace University's
Conference on Wireless Communications, Mar. 9, 1996.
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years.89 In fact, FCC Commissioner Rachelle Chong bluntly
predicted "that local and state governmental agencies will become
completely overwhelmed by the sheer number of site applications..
.,o Communities that have mapped out an effective strategy for
dealing with these applications, however, will be less overwhelmed.
Perhaps more importantly, residents will likely view a proactive
approach as evidence that local officials are safeguarding community
interests to the greatest extent possible.
Ironically, municipal officials tend to overlook the one
resource which could be most valuable to communities who wish to
proactively address the issue: wireless providers. While the natural
instinct may be for communities and wireless providers to adopt
adversarial positions, that approach serves neither party. In light of
the mandates of the TCA, municipalities that fight vigorously to
prohibit wireless infrastructure will fight a losing battle. The reality
is that "[m]unicipal impediments to network and service development
are likely to be viewed with extreme hostility on the part of the
developers, who will generally not hesitate long to take the pertinent
issues to court for determination."'" Wireless providers, however, are
motivated to avoid contention--- if at all possible -- so as to provide
service as quickly and efficiently as possible. Contested zoning
procedures are costly: contested sites may cost more than five times
that of a non-contested site. Additionally, companies incur large
revenue losses and loss of goodwill when networks are delayed.
Municipalities must remember that wireless providers have a right to
locate in their communities; wireless providers must recognize that
communities continue to have a role in regulating and permitting land
uses such as wireless facilities. Given that the TCA very clearly
reinforces this balance of power, "[a]n informed municipality will
likely decide to work with the companies to identify sites appropriate
89 See Remarks of FCC Commissioner Rachelle Chong to the Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association, New Orleans, Feb. 1, 1995.
90 Id.
91 Heverly, supra note 36, at 9.
92 See Rosa, supra note 60, at 6.
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to the needs of both the wireless service provider and the
community. ' 9
A. Model Approach: The Town of Greenburgh
The Town of Greenburgh's ordinance governing the siting of
wireless facilities, effective September 12, 1996,9' was the result of
a cooperative effort between town residents, local officials and
NYNEX:
We recognized that wireless communication is here to
stay,' said Catherine Lederer-Plaskett, a resident who
worked on the issue for the last three years. 'We tried
to take the fight out of it by sitting down and reaching
compromises. What we have is a law that protects
neighborhoods while allowing companies to improve
their service. 5
Greenburgh and NYNEX began working together after the town
instituted a moratorium to which NYNEX's attorney strongly
objected. Ms. Lederer-Plaskett recently explained how the town
enlisted NYNEX's help, in lieu of battling over the validity of the
moratorium in court: "We said, 'but we want you to help us [create
an ordinance].' And he stuttered, and then he did., 96 The resulting
ordinance, and the cooperative effort from which it was produced, is
considered by many in the region to be the model approach for
communities who address the wireless facility siting issue.
Generally, Greenburgh's ordinance utilizes what may be
93 Id. at9.
94 Town of Greenburgh, Local Law No. 7 (Sept. 12, 1996) (amending
sec. 285 of the Greenburgh Town Code).
95 Jonathan Bandler, Town Group Presents Proposal Regulating Cellular
Antennas, REPORTER DISPATCH, Sept. 14, 1995.
96 Remarks of Catherine Lederer-Plaskett at Pace University's
Conference on Wireless Communications, Mar. 9, 1996.
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described as a tiered approach, imposing "placement conditions" on
the siting of all wireless facilities. Wireless providers are required
first to attempt to place facilities near major thoroughfares and other
specified preferred locations, then to consider other nonresidential
areas, and then to look at residential locations. As a last resort they
may locate wireless infrastructure within 350 feet of schools, parks,
playgrounds, day care centers and health care facilities. Each step
requires proof that the previous option would not be sufficient to
provide adequate service.97
The ordinance classifies wireless infrastructure as a special
permitted use in most cases, but does allow wireless facilities to be
sited as-of-right in specified preferred areas, and then only if a tower
is not needed and if maximum height requirements are satisfied.9" All
antenna towers, and monopoles except when permitted as-of-right,
require special permits and are subject to further conditions, including
those designed to minimize the "aesthetic intrusion" to the greatest
extent practicable.99 Additionally, co-location is encouraged by
requiring that the carrier prove that a reasonable attempt to co-locate
was unsuccessful due to enumerated technological, structural or
engineering limitations, or due to an inability to secure a lease
agreement at a reasonable cost.'00
The ordinance also provides for periodic review of its
provisions by an "Antenna Advisory Board," whose members are
appointed by the Town Board. Antenna Advisory Board members
must be "knowledgeable of Federal Communications Commission
rulings, communications law and Town-wide planning objectives,"
since their job is to "review ongoing advancements in antenna
technology, zoning code compliance with [FCC] rulings, and offer
recommendations to the Town Board regarding subsequent
amendments and enforcement."'' 1
97 See Town of Greenburgh Local Law No. 7, sec. 14(9).
98 See id. sec. 14(8).
99 See id. sec. 14(10).
100 See id. sec. 14(11).
101 Id. sec. 2.
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VI. Conclusion
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 did not undermine local
control over the siting of wireless facilities. To the contrary, the TCA
protects local governments' zoning authority over the placement,
modification and construction of these facilities, limited only by
specific provisions designed to enable carriers to provide adequate
coverage. Pursuant to these provisions, local zoning must not
prohibit or effectively prohibit wireless facilities, and may not
unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent
services. Municipalities, however, may use traditional zoning tools
to create incentive systems that will encourage wireless carriers to
choose preferred sites over sensitive sites. The problem lies in the
fact the many local ordinances still do not address wireless facility
siting, or do not maximize local control over the siting of these
facilities. Local officials will inevitably be faced with the
controversy. Municipalities, then, must structure effective systems
for addressing wireless facilities siting in order to avoid hasty,
reactionary legislation which may ultimately be contrary to the
community's long-term interests. This article suggests one way to
structure an effective incentive system; given that the TCA clearly
reinforces the balance of power between communities and wireless
carriers, however, a cooperative effort between local officials and
wireless providers is the optimum approach to producing an
ordinance which will serve the needs of both the wireless carrier and
the community.
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